
Of course, there were great variations of increase and decrease tween State and Union, the two streets which early in this de-
among the individual city block totals and even greater ones cade were converted into one-way arterials to and from the
among the individual pieces of property that go to make up the Mathews Bridge. Area A, as noted earlier, showed an increase
city blocks. It is interesting in this respect to note that 25 of in total assesssed valuations from 1952-1962 of $273,600 or a
the 48 blocks, just over half, actually showed increases in total plus 81.9%. When combined with nominal decreases in Area B
assessed valuations. Three city blocks did not change in total (the four city blocks north of State and the four city blocks
and 20 decreased. However, the decreases in assessed valuations south of Union from Main east to Liberty Street) the combined
totalled $1,204,300 for the entire combined area while increases Areas A and B, constituting the portion of the business district
totalled $647,560, yielding the net decrease of $556,740 or 4.1 % east of Main traversed by the State and Union arterials, regis-
referred to above. As will be seen in the discussion of Areas F tered an increase in assessed valuations of $222,940 or a plus
and G following, this contrasts sharply with the combined net 15.9%. Area E, the five blocks bounded on the north by Beaver,
increase in assessed valuations of $7,145,810 or 21.1% upward only one block south of Union, declined only 1.9%. In contrast,
movement from 1952-1962 for 40 city blocks of Jacksonville's the larger Areas C and D south of E, which would be traversed
CBD lying west of Main Street. by the Duval, Monroe, Adams, and Forsyth one-way arterials to

and from the Commodore Point Bridge, suffered declines in total

Overall, then, the central business district east of Main is one assessed valuations of 6.17% and 7.6% respectively, or 6.8%

of gradually declining property values even during a period combined.

when property values in general were showing substantial in-
creases. To residents of Jacksonville this will come as no sur- The above facts provide clear evidence that one-way arterial links

prise. In fact, long-time residents will be well aware that this is through a business district to an expressway system can result in

"a trend which has been going on to a considerable degree for substantial increases in property values in the areas between and

"a much longer period than the last decade. Many years ago the adjacent to such streets. Certainly it proves that their economic

heart of Jacksonville's business district lay to the east of Main impact is not a negative one, as many people believe. Experience in

Street, and one of the finest residential areas was located east many other cities has verified this healthy influence of expressways

of it. Expansion over many decades, however, pushed gradually and their access routes on adjacent property.
west, stimulated by residential growth out Riverside Drive and
surrounding areas, by the building of the "Old Bridge" (now Of course, tax assessments are not altogether an accurate measure
designated as the Acosta Bridge) linking the rapidly growing of property values. However, the fact that assessment policy may
southside with Broad and Bay Streets, and by the westerly loca- call for tax valuations at some set percentage of market value in
tion of Union Station. This westward movement of the business any county should not affect the type of analysis herewith provided,
core was further cemented by the location of three large com- where trends are measured by percentage of change and compari-
mercial banks, two large department stores as well as many sons are thereby drawn between different areas within the same
other important retail firms, a number of office buildings and general class of taxable district (e.g., the downtown business dis-
hotels, and the Post Office and Federal Building-all west of trict). Furthermore, the analysis by totals of areas comprised of
Main Street. several city blocks serves to minimize the effect of any inequities

on individual pieces of property.

It seems particularly significant, therefore, as pointed out ear-
lier, that over the last ten years one area of the five into which It is felt, therefore, that the foregoing analyses based on assessed
the CBD east of Main was divided for this analysis, has sharply valuations provide a sound basis for conclusions as to area trends
reversed the long-term trend of declining property values. This and comparisons in real property values. In fact, assessments tend
is Area A, the four city blocks from Main east to Liberty be- to lag somewhat behind market values of real property in reflecting
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